Rare has been the book on Africa that has acquired a history and become the subject of study in its own right. One such is the autobiography of Theophilus Conneau, a slave dealer of French and Italian background, who lived on the west coast of Africa during the 18308 and 18408. Various accounts of Conneau's experiences in Guinea and Liberia have been translated into four languages, and were even incorporated into a successful novel in 1933, on which was based a motion picture. The latest version of Conneau's life story (and the occasion for this paper) was published as recently as 1976.C onneau's story first came to press in 1854 through the editorial assistance and skill of Brantz Mayer, a lecturer, author, and journalist of the Baltimore area, known principally for his writings about Latin America. 2 Having obtained experience and contacts with publishers by editing manuscripts and letters, Mayer was a valuable asset to a new author in 1853. Recently discovered letters from Conneau to Mayer and Mayer's own account of the relationship between them suggest an interesting beginning for this literary enterprise. Conneau found himself in 1853 in Baltimore where he met James Hall, whom he had known previously in Liberia. 3 Hall had been an enthusiastic supporter of the Maryland settlement for freed Blacks at Cape Palmas and had served as that settlement's first governor from 1833 to 1836. 4 Concluding that Conneauts story of a repentant slave trader would be of value to the cause of ant t-es Lavery and black eroigrationfrom the United States to Africa, Hall suggested that Conneau write his memoirs and introduced him to Mayer. By his own admission, Conneau had been following a string of bad luck and needed a success to rebuild his image. Conneau began writing, drawing information from his diaries to make a lengthy memorandum of more than six hundred manuscript pages. Despite this accomplishment, Conneau thought himself ill-prepared to polish his thoughts and set them down in the HISTORY IN AFRICA, 6(1979) Mayer's principal motive for accepting the editorship was perhaps the recognition that little indeed needed to be done to shape the manuscript into publishable form. !1aye~'s primary interests lay south of the Rio Grande, and he was in 1853 collecting materials for two monographs on aspects of Mexican history. Clearly Africa was not an area of new or enduring interest to Mayer, for he wrote no more about that continent. After reading Conneau's memorandum, Mayer perhaps saw the editorship as a simple and potentially profitable exercise following in the wake of Stowe's UncZe Tom's Cabin.
For his part, Conneau was not exactly an innocent in this partnership. Born in September of 1804 of an Italian mother and a father who was an officer in the French Army, Conneau came of age in the turmoil of the post-Napoleonic period, quit school in 1816, and joined the flotsam of adventurers which wars of such scale produce. 7 At age fifteen, he embarked as a cabin-boy on board an American merchant vessel and thereafter served on ships of various nations, becoming skilled in the use of English, Dutch, Spanish, and Portuguese. 8 Between 1827 and 1833, he worked as a clerk and operated a slave trading factory on the West African coast, in the Rio pongo. 9 Known as Theodore Canot on the coast, Conneau clashed with British officials at Freetown in 1833, and a year later, French officials at Goree condemned hill as a slaver for his activities in the Salum region of Senegal. Sentenced in 1834 to serve five years for trafficking in slaves, Conneau received a commutation of sentence in 1835 but stayed away from the coast for several years. 10 In 1839 Conneau returned to Africa, where he operated trading concerns at New Cestos and Cape Mount near the American settlements in Liberia. I I In 1846 Conneau sailed to New York where he reportedly purchased the barque ChancelZor and returned to the coast, preparing to ship slaves to the Americas. Squadron vessels of both the British and American fleets, however, watched him carefully for signs of intended slaving and seized the Chance~lor when it appeared that the crew was equipping the vessel, but when Conneaul.s case appeared in court the indictment was dismissed on the technicality that he was not the official owner of the Chancellor. 12 Conneau shipped to South America soon thereafter. Perhaps it was Conneau whom Commander Andrew Foote of the U.S. Brig Perry identified as the Italian supercargo on board the American slaver Chatsworth, which was seized off the Angolan coast, condemned, and sent to Baltimore for judgment in September of 1850. 1 3 From correspondence between Conneau and Mayer it is clear that a bargain was soon struck. Mayer would spin a tale of adventure in which a thinly veiled Conneau would be the principal and which would contain the life's dream of every redblooded American boy. Conneau would partake of the good life, resist temptations of the 'flesh, recognize evil at a glance, travel the requisite African safari, and provide a moralistic warning to slavers and slaveholders alike who refused to recognize the impending demise of those institutions. Conneau, for his part, adopted the name by which he was known on the African coast, that of Theodore Canot. Perhaps he wanted the protection which another name would provide, or he may have sought to protect his brother from the possible embarrassment which might result from the publication of his journal. 14 Even the title, Captain Canot; or~TWenty Years of an African Slaver, would follow the identical form used by Stowe two years earlier, an obvious attempt to foist Captain Canot on the reading public as its sequel.
With an American publisher secured and with 150 pages edited by Mayer, Conneau left early in 1854 for London and· Paris where he-began a French translation and where he reached agreements with French and British publishers for European editions. Meanwhile he translated as Mayer sent freshly edited copy to him.
I S It is clear that Conneau and his family connections were as useful to Mayer in Europe as Mayer had been to Conneau in Baltimore. 16 Writers were plentiful in England in midcentury, but a live slave trader and one who was articulate and Franco-Italian,was a rare commodity in the European book narket. Nor did Conneauts acquaintances in France and in the court of Napoleon III diminish his acceptability in Europe. According to Conneau's letters to Hayer, his brother arranged for him to meet the new Emperor, and Napoleon was so taken with this slaver-turned-writer that he appointed him to a speciallycreated post.1 7 Although there are some suggestions of difficulty, the working arrangement between Conneau and Mayer was generally cordial. 18 It seems that three well-established publishers cooperated to conceal Conneauts true identity and to misrepresent the relationship between~fayer and Conneau in this venture. With Conneau's blessing,~~yer sought to develop a rationale for Conneau's account, one appropriately steeped in moralistic tones as well as revelations about the "nature of the race itself." 1 9 Mayer seemed convinced that Conneau had observed the African peoples as had no European before and characterized Africa as lI a bor i gi na l , 1l lI uns t i r r e d by progress,1I "unmodified by reflective civilization,1I and "full of barbarism.
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At the same time, he emphasized that Africa was a land of great promise. Liberia would "spread its fibres from the coast to the interior, and, like veins of refreshing blood, pour new currents into the mummy's heart. Mayer, Africans were better off in Africa, a thesis also adopted by the Maryland Colonization Association, to which~ayer had presented papers and "by several other colonization societies.
II.
Despite the high hopes of author, editor, and publisher, 1amists, preferring to ship freed Blacks back to Africa. 2 Cowley claimed that in 1853 Conneau was a derelict in Baltimore, a far cry from his glorious days with Napoleon III. Reduced to panhandling, he had met Dr. Hall who asked him to write his memoirs. 28 Cowley left the reader with the impression that Conneau, aided by diaries and papers, told all to Mayer, who recorded and edited the ramblings of a defeated and wasted man in return for a full bottle of liquor. In his edition, Cowley claimed to have removed Mayer from the narrative, thereby making the 1928 version abetter reflection of Conneau's experiences than the 1854 edition. 2 9 It is interesting to note that, as with Mayer, Cowley never returned to an African topic.
A year later and unrelated to the publication of the Cowley edition, Arnold W. Lawrence answered Johnston's call for renewed attention to Canot, and another edition was published. Lawrence came closer to the truth than Cowley in his interpretation of events leading to the publication of the 1854 account and was the first to uncover Conneau's successes in the court of Napoleon III. He characterized Conneau as a " picturesque scoundrel," yet generally truthful in his depiction of African society. 30 Lawrence recognized the bombastic language of Hayer and claimed to have removed the more offensive sections in his edition. But Lawrence also mirrored his own time when he observed that slaving ended as Africa IIfell under the control of civilized nations.
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The lesson of Canot concerned not only the evils of slavery, but also the fact that Africa in 1929 still attracted the IIforcible, reckless, resourceful egoist" of which Conneau was an exaggerated example. 31 Perhaps it was inevitable with the coming of the Great Depression that someone would transform Conneau's story into an avenue of escape from its harsh realities. Hervey Allen, who had enjoyed little success in publishing until then, read Conneau and adopted i~for a major part of his novel, Anthony Adve~se~which became a best seller. 32 The fact that few read Adve~se in its entirety (it was over 1200 pages long) did not deter them from heaping praise upon the book and its author. The weaknesses of the book became apparent a few years later when it was translated into the longest motion picture of 1936. It was not a" box-office hit, even though it managed to win four academy awards.
With the coming of World f,lar II Africa acquired new importance and accounts such as Conneau's often played roles in the reconstruction of Africa's past. Each record, whether written or oral, in the process of that reconstruction became suspect.
Some, like Drake's ReveZations of a SZave Smuggler, did not survive scrutiny and were set aside in favor of those verified by more than one-type of corroborative information. 33 Others, like Joseph Hawkins of New York, who claimed to have visited the African coast in 1794, employed obviously erroneous data and brought the value of their accounts into question, suggesting that perhaps the authors had become confused in time or had not been there in the first place. 3 4 Over the years, Conneau's readers have given him nixed reviews. In his The Ame~ican stave Trade, published in 1900, John R. Spears characterized Canot as "practically an autobiography. 1135 Sir Harry Johnston believed it impossible to determine if Canot was llall true,1I but simply by stating his opinion in those terms gave credence to the account. 36 Both Lawrence and Cowley accepted the story as largely accurate and in their editions sought to remove those sections and passages which they believed represented the biases of Brantz Mayer. Since the early 1930s many have accepted Cowley's rendition as more accurate, with perhaps James Pope-Hennessy, in his 1967
Sins of the Fathers, the leading proponent of this evaluation. 3 7 Warren S. Howard, on the other hand, described Ca~tain Canot as "supposed memoirs . • • of dubious validity. II 
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Hyown belief is-that, except for a three-and-one-half year discrepancy between dates for event~described in Conneau and those in British records, the Mayer account of Theophilus Conneau's activities in the Rio Pongo area is one of the best descriptions of coastal commerce available to African historians. 39 Recently there have been rather interesting developments regarding the Conneau/Canot book. In Washington the original Conneau memorandum, the one which Mayer had polished into the 1854 manuscript, as well as a number of letters written by Conneau to Mayer, were found in an old bookshop.40 Events leading to the publication of this original manuscript in 1976 have become muddled in the telling. According to the prepublication announcement, the manuscript was edited by Tam Hossman, an e!'1ployee of the publisher with an introduction by t~bel M. Smythe, Director of the Phelps-Stokes Fund. 41 The announcement by the publisher and the book itself failed, however, to mention Mossman at all, and the reader is left with the impression that Smythe is the editor of the work.
Both announcements claim the inclusion of IIm a ny names, details~and anecdotes that the 19th century edition deleted. 1I 42 Perhaps, though, "manyll was an inappropriate adjective to use in this case. To be sure, there are more names mentioned, and these additions are important in the verification of Conneau's account. The additional dates, which even the 1976 editor (Mossman or Smythe) admitted were approximations, are another matter. The one page of the manuscript reproduced at the beginning of the volume demonstrates dramatically those problems and pitfalls which confront an editor of material such as this. In this instance, the editor added the word "Sept embe'r" before the year and the number "79th" after the word "Chapter,ll arid-deleted corrections and rewriting where marked out in the manuscript. It is impossible, moreover, to ascertain whether these corrections were in the handwriting of Conneau or Mayer. Later, the editor incorrectly read the word "few ll as "low.
lI Such additions, corrections, deletions, and misreadings, all within a single page, should give the reader cause to question the quality of the rest o~the manuscript. As for new "details" and "anecdotes ,11 I found few that were important to the account or that brought significant'new insights into African societies. Mayer clearly had made extensive changes early in the work, perhaps because the pressures of publishers' deadlines had not yet become evident. With Conneau in Europe busily translating Mayer's edited copy into French, however, Mayer made fewer and fewer changes on his own later on.
As interesting as the memorandum itself is the new introduction written by Smythe, who felt obliged to seek a moral behind Conneau's account, by arguing that the "overriding lesson" of the memorandum was that-there was and is in "a human being an enormous capacity for rationalization.,, 43 Racism became "white racial and cultural superiority" and "when the Captain judges the treatment of slaves, it is not by the standards that western civilization would apply to its own members, but by the conception of what slaves might expect or deserve --in the judgment of whites, of course. lI lr lr Smythe sprinkled her analysis with such terms as "repellent conduct,1T "p'ro t.e s t a t Lons of Christianity," "flaunting of law," "viciousness; II. and "brutality, II failing to place Conneau in his time and has retroactively applied a new morality to the story. She demanded that Conneau be consistent, noting that, while he thought it immoral for women to go about without clothing~he somehow sanctioned nudity on board ship as healthy and necessary. She demanded that Conneau, as a Catholic, oppose suicide among slaves as a mortal sin rather than as an economic loss. For some reason, she expected Conneau to see Africa through something other than "a European filter."45 Smythe is torn by the opportunity to introduce this important manuscript. To publish is to put into the hands of prejudiced American males another swashbuckling male chauvinist. There is an "ultimate danger of the Conneau treatise, II an "insidious poison," that someone who will read Conneau's commentary might interpret him in favorable, even heroic, terms.
ost unacceptable to Smythe is the possibility that Conneau will come across as a reasonable sort of fellow, fitting into his time, making slave trading a palatable pastime for enterprising Christian entrepreneurs. And there is a rejoinder to historians who "le t us hope • • • will be more ana l.yt t caL" and who will treat the subject in a proper manner --as defined by Smythe. Smythe does not quite trust her audience, and reminds us that it takes a "t.ough , sophisticated, and disciplined mind ll to understand Conneau properly.li-6 Aside from the interesting case of editors, editions, and actors through which Captain Canot has passed over the past 120 years, the value of the account as a historical document has stood the test of time and improved with age. Conneau undoubtedly possessed unusual abilities to recollect his past. The fact that his record of events in the~io Pongo was in error by over three years reveals, however, something about the exactness of his rendition. Conneau was a survivor who believed in keeping discreet records. He was certainly well enough aware that a diary specifying transactions would condemn him as a slaver. Consequently, it is doubtful that he kept a full written account of his experiences on the African coast, and the precise accuracy of his names, dates, and exact circumstances of events inevitably leaves much to be desired. But his appreciation and understanding of the mechanics of coastal trade, while perhaps self-serving in the telling, is remarkable in its awareness of the relationship between the European ship captain, coastal merchant, and long distance caravan leader and in the importance of middlemen in this commercial arrangement. Conneau professed to see himself in the role of a repentant sinner whose experiences in the slave trade could be excused as the excesses of one possessed by evil forces. Others had profited from such accounts and he needed the money. Yet, Conneau was not about to reveal himself as too late a convert to the cause of the anti-slavery movement. His description of Liberia and life at Cape Mount is much more defensive against justified accusations of slaving which followed him southward along the coast than is his description of activities in the Rio Pongo. Although the 1976 version of Conneau is the fullest and most reliable of the lot, it is regretable that we will need go through another to correct the editor's additions, corrections, deletions, and misreadĩ ngs, and posturings. 
